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Flash Point Hispanic Campaign for Ford Doubles Opt-ins, Triples In-Market
Response Rate

What do you get when you combine social media, an international telenovela star, and a
sweepstakes into an integrated campaign targeting Southern California hispanics? As it turns
out, you get results.

Costa Mesa, CA (PRWEB) February 15, 2016 -- The Spanish-language Ford Somos Familia campaign (“We
Are Family”) launched on Facebook in November, 2015, promoting three Ford models—the Focus, Fusion and
Transit Connect Wagon.

“This prospect can be reluctant to volunteer their information so opt-in rates can be challenging,” said Scott
Empringham, CEO of Flash Point Communications. “But we got a 60% opt-in rate, which is huge. Our team
really thought this thing through.

“This Ford campaign also achieved triple our usual in-market response rate,” continued Empringham, “which is
particularly cool since our baseline rates blow the doors off of direct mail.”

Empringham attributes the success of Somos Familia to two main factors.

“First, we employed a family theme,” said Empringham. “That resonates really well with this family-oriented
segment. Second, the ads we created featuring Jaime Camil performed, by far, the best.”

Telenovela star Jaime Camil was selected to help promote the Ford campaign. He appears on the CW network
show, Jane The Virgin, and is internationally known for his work in telenovelas.

“I think the use of Jaime Camil was key,” said Tom Grill, Ford Western Region Sales and Marketing Manager.
“Jamie’s relationship with this very important audience brought credibility to this project. I think it’s a big
reason why the metrics were so phenomenal.”

According to Empringham, they also learned a lot during the process.

“Marketers assume that Spanish would be the preferred language in this market but we wanted to make sure,”
said Empringham. “When we tracked the participant comments, we discovered that only 20% of respondents
preferred Spanish; 80% actually preferred to communicate with us in English. So the learning here is to do
both.”

Each sweepstakes entrant was asked to watch a short product video before entering. One lucky winner received
$15,000 toward a family vacation in their choice of Miami, New York City or Puerto Rico.

For over fifteen years, Flash Point Communications has been a leading innovator in social media software,
marketing, and retail network engagement. Based in Costa Mesa, California, Flash Point serves many of the
globe’s most respected automotive brands from four offices nationwide. For more information, go to
http://blogflashpointcommunications.com.
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Contact Information
Kyle Nishi
Flash Point Communications
http://www.flashpointcommunications.com
+1 6572128513

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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